
bad a certain degree of value, yet it was not tIle thing 
wanted, and in the disappointment the populadeeling swung 
round to the unjust judgment of condemning sorghum, sim
ply because it had been the victim of ignorance and mis
matlagement Such utter and inexcusable c�relessness and 
negligence prevailed in the treatment of the plant, that even 
the sirup was often nearly spoiled, and had a nauseous, dis
gusting, "burnt pumpkin" flavor which could not fail to 
bring it into disgrace, and most justly so for itself, but not 
justly so for the plant from which it was derived. Recent 
researches however have done much toward explaining 
and removing the difficulties which have heen in the way of 
successfully crystallizing the sugar from the juice of the 
sorghum. 

Part of this has been accomplished by work in the labora
tory and part by work in the field, the mill, the boiling house, 
etc., and they together have shown that the statement made 
above of the "national importance" of sorghum is not an 
exaggeratioll. The report pre�ented by a committee of the 
National Academy o� Sciences in 1882 has just been pub
lished as a Senate document. It is entitled, "IJ;lve&tigation 
of the Scietltific and Economic Relations of the Sorghum 
Sligar Industry, being a Report made in Response to a Re
quesl from the Hon. George B. Loring, U. S. Commissioner 
of Agriculture." The committee consists of Prof. Bremer, 
of Yale, Prof. Chandler, of Columbia, Prof. Johnson, of 
Yale, Prof. Silliman, of Yale, Prof. Smith, of Louisville, 
and Dr. G. E. Moore. of New York. 

The report shows clearly that essentially the two points 
on which success depends are maturity of the cane, and 
prompt correctness in working. With the�e sugar from a 
field of sorghum can be as surely and safely expected as 
from a like field of sugar cane, and with p erhaps fully as 
great a return. 

The immense possibilities which such a revelation opens 
for the future sugar crop of the United States must be dis
cussed at another time. 

business can depend on it for service. How shall we 8tore 
the power that may come to us by day or by night, Sundays 
and week days, gathering it at the time when we do not 
need it and preserving it till we do? This is the problem. 
Who is the man to solve i to Surely it should not be set 
aside as too difficult for trial. 

Why should it not. be dynamized into electricity? No dis
tant transmission with its loss of energy comes into play, 
for a line of shaftiug can be driven directly on the spot. It 
is true the whole field of electric storage is yet too little ex
plored to answer this question on the instant, but is it not 
worth considering? 

Other modes of turning to account the compressed air, 
and using it only as needed, are also within our reach. 

A factory or other building, of the size already given, 
with the wind-wheels 01] its roof, taking the average rate of 
the wind as it is known to be in our region and climate, has 
at its comilland, if it can store the power, at a fair and mod
erate estimate, 4,200 horse power per week, thus giving it a 
70 horse power engine for six days of ten hours each. And 
this power is without engineer, without fuel, without labor; 
practically without expense. 

Store the wind power, and render it of even application, 
and all this is perfectly possible. �hall we admit that this 
cannot be done? 

W. O. A. 

THE AURll.NIA'S BROKEN ENGINES. 

The new Cunarder Aurania which left Liverpool on June 
23, after having made a quick and pleasant run, broke one 
of the connecting rods of her engine, on Sunday morning , 
July 1, when off the eastern end of Long Island. The acci
dent which was caused by a flaw in the co nnecting rod, re
sulted in the almost complete wreck of the engine, cracking 
the cylinder, knocking off the cylinder head, and doing 
much other serious damage. At the time of the accident 
the shaft was making sixty-o::Ie revolutions to the minute, 

• 4 • I • with a steam pressure of 85 pounds. The speed of the ves-
THE STORAGE OF WIND POWER. sel was 177% knots. 

The great question of all queRtions at the present day, in Capt. Hains estimates the damage at more than $100,000. 
the line of invention and mechanical application, is, How The ship will have to go to the Clyde under sail. It will 
can we best turn to account the natural forces which are in probably tak.e a year's time to repair the damage. The 
pIny about us? Sctting aside for the present the direct use Aurania is a Clyde built steamer of 7,500 tons register. She 
of electricity as a motive power, we have two fluids at our was a new vessel, and this was her first trip out. 
command, air and water. Both have from time immemo- She is regarded as a very fast steamship, During the trip 
rial been pressed into the Rervice of man, and yet even at as high as 429 miles was logged in one day. 
this moment, with all tho modern advances in practical The disabled vessel was towed into this port by six tugs. 
science, we are only on the threshold of the workshop in .. 4 • I .  .------

which we ought to have full command. It is not too U).ucb Heat CroIn tbe Sun. 

to say that of the'p()�er e:x:�r�bytlHhnovemems'orwa-m' The Mount Whitney observations show the sun to be 
and of air throughout the world, the percentage utilized is hotter than was supposed. The heat received at the earth's 
so small as to be practically inappreciable. Let our in- surface is probably more by one-hal f than was estimated by 
ventors look to this, for it is a field which promises well. Herschel and Pouillet,and even materially exceeds the values 

The idea of using the power of water-falls at a distance,· ssigned by more recent investigators. It would in one 
transmitting the energy by means of-say compressed air, year melt a crust of ice over the wbole sunward half of the 
or electric wires-has been oftell suggested and tried, but eartb six hundred feet thick. This is, of course, a statement 
thus far with no very satisfactory results. The loss of in very round numbers. The scientific phrase would be 
power through the agents employed in transmission has that the sun's vertical energy would raise the temperature 
been so great as to much impair the economic value. But of one gramme of distilled water three degrees Centigrade 
let us take up another line of I hought. and see if we cannot per minute for each centimeter of the earth's surface nomi
start some inventive brain into a plan which will bring out nally exposed. 
something practical. The power to which reference is made Having supplied UR with an increa�ed amount of heat, the 
needs no transportation; it is ready at hand; it is simply the Mount Whitney experiments also favor us with new figurrs 
wind. of intenset' cold. The estimates of Herschel and Pouillet 

It seems incomprehensible that such a ready and potent made the temperature of space 224° below the zero of 
agent should escape practical use so completely as it does. Fahrenheit. The new results carry it down nearly to the 
The probable reason for this is that the power is destitute calculations for the absolute zero, the absence of all heat, 
of all uniformity, and has on that account hitherto been say minus 450° F. To the non-scientific· mind the distinc
deemed unmanageable; sometimes furious, sometimes abso- tion hetween such far down temperatures is not unlike that 
lutely nothing, and at all times unsteady and capricious. between the pains of rheumatism and those of tile gout-the 

Before referring again to this feature, let us estimate for a first being as from a thumbscrew twisted to the last point 
moment the amount of power at our command, within a of human endurance, the gout giving one turn more. 
gi ven space, if we can only control and utilize it. We will Further, it appears that the direct heating power of the 
aswme an area 40 by 150 feet. no larger than the flat top of sun cannot raise a thermometer quite 50° F. above itR �ur
many a manufacturing establishment, store. etc. Within roundings whatever they may be. If we suppose the whole 
this extent it is entirely practicable to place thirty-two wind- globe a thermometer and without an atmosphere, the sun 
wheels, each 12 feet higb by 8 feet in diameter, aud so ar could �lllly beat it fifty degrees above the cold of space, 
range them that each shall have full sweep of the wind from leaving it at about minus 400° F. under full sunshine. The 
whatever quarter it may blow. The wheels here contem- internal heat of the earth may be disregarded in these 
plated would �'evolve on vertical axles-or horizontal if pre- calculations. It 8eems paradoxical to say that if the atmo
ferred-with fixed blades, one-half shielded and turning so sphere were removed from the earth its surface would re
as to suit the direction of current. They would need lIO ceive more heat and yet be much colder. But this is a fact 
attendance, no brake, no check, let them spin with the ut- of the same kind as our experience in ascending a mountain. 
most fury of a g-ale, or lie still in a calm. Rapid motion The atmosphere does indeed cut off a great deal of heat, 
could do no harm, only increasing their effiCiency; when- but on the other hand it keeps a great deal of that which 
ever they turned they would do work, when they lay still it permits to pass through. When the air is heated up to its 
they would do notbing. Each wheel would drive an air- retaining capacity, an "equilibrium" is established. 
pump of size suited to its power, and each stroke of the pis- To illustrate. let us imagine a large, empty, windowless 
ton would send i ts given quantity of air into the common hall, with two doors partially obstructed by Centennial 
reservoir provided. That reservoir bQcomes then a maga- turnstiles, one for entry and ona for exit. A procession of 
zine of compressed air whose energy is reported by the one hundred persons enters per minute. At first there is 
gauge, and is used by any of 1he means nOWBO well known. abundant room; few want to come ont. At the end of the 

A wind·wheel of the size stated carJies on each of its second or third minute perhaps only three people are leav
blades a surface of 48 feet. The pressure of wind in what ing for one hundred arriving. After a longer interval the 
is known as a "strong breeze" is about 2 pounds per square number of departing guests is much greater. At last 
foot, and its rate of motion about 1,750 feet per minute. It the ball is crowded to its utmost capacity, and if we still 
is easy to see, therefore, that theoreti<:!ally the efficiency of suppose one hundred per minute entering, it is absolutely 
such a wheel in such a wind is safely reckoned at five horse certain that one hundred per minute must be getting out. 
power. This final condition is one which we may call equilibrium. 

But here comes ill the difficulty, lind it is the difficulty of If the turnstiles of Centennial pattern record their turnings, 
all and must be overcome, or this power is of practically no we can ascertain exactly how many people are in the hall at 
value in the line of which we bave been speaking. The any moment. Now to apply tbe illustration to heat-bear
power is capricious, and unless we can stendy it no form of ing rays entering our atmosphere, we may suppose that 
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nearly all reach the soil through radiation; but ninety per 
cent go out through the n'gular exit of "convection;" nine 
per cent squeeze back through the turnstile by which they 
entered-" radiation;" and one pt'r cent. climb out through 
the chimney of "conduction." It follows tbat by merely 
regulating tbe turnstiles, by modifying this cnpacity for 
selecting and holding rays of certain wave lengths, atmo

spheres could be constructed which would keep the planet 
MercUl'Y cool or the far off Neptune comfortahly warm. 
Here is a hint for romancers who wish to plant their dra
matis personm in some other world. 

The Allegheny and Mount Whitney observations firmly 
establish the fact that the sun is blue. The particular shade 
of color which it has, if viewed without intervening atmo
sphere, may be laid down as that on the border of the blue 
near the green, about where the line F appears in the spec
trum. Sad to say, this is not an " !esthetic" hue; it is 
more like that referred to in one of Southey's poems: "..
could almost smell brimstone, their breath was so blu� 
he painted the devils so well. "- William C. Wyckoff, in Har
per's Ma.qazine. 

Bids Cor New War Vesl!lpls. 

The bids for the construction of the three steel cruisers 
and the disptl.tch boat ordered by the last Congress, were 
opened July 2 in Washington, and it was found that. Jobn 
Roacb & Sons' bids w"I>re lower in every single instance than 
any others, and they will probably be awarded the con
tracts. 

For the 4,500·ton steel cruiser C. H. Delamater & (10., 

New York, bid $1,163,000; 1he Harlan & Hollingsworth 
Company. Wilmington, $1,120,000; Cramp & Son, Phila
delphia, $1,080,000; Jobn Roach, Chester, $"89,000. Each 
bidder sent in a �30,OOO certified check with his bid. 

For the 3,000-ton steel cruiser the following bids were 
made: The Harlan & Hollingsworth iOompauy, $777,000; 
Harris, Loring & Co., Boston, $748,000; iOramp & Son, 
$650,000; John Roach & Son, $619,000. 

Each bidder sen\; in a $20,000 check. 
For the 3,000-ton cruiser the following bids were made: 

Harlan & Hollingsworth Company, $775,000; Quintard Iron 
Company, New York, $763,400; Cramp & Sons, $650,000; 
Joh n Roach, $617,000. 

Each bidder sent in a $20,000 check. 
For the di�patch boat hids were made: H. A. Ramsey & 

Co., Baltimore, $420,000; Allen & BIaisdale, St. Louis. 
$380,000; Cramp & Son, $375,000; John Roach, $315,000.· 

It is believed i.n Washington that the veRsels can be built 
and finished in eighteen months, if the armament can be 
p rocured in time. 

The Despised Trade Dollar. 

Since the 1st of July the trade dollar has come into such 
disfavor that it no longer passes in this cit.y at par. The 
brokers are buying them at 85 cents, but Government offi
cers advise parties to keep them,intimaling that Congress will 
at its next session provide some measure for their redemp
tion. According to one of our contemporaries, the trade 
dollar is intrinsically of more vallie than the modern ,dIver 
dollar. The trade dollal' contains seven grains more sil ver 
than the st.alldard dollar and is ,) better coin. But Congress 
never endowed it with legal tender attributes. It was origi
nally coined for ue.e in the Chinese trade, at a time when 
our currency was paper, as a favor, it is said, to the bonanza 
silver kings, who wished to find :Jome use for the product of 
their mines. 

... � .. ., 

Adulterated Teas. 

Under the operation of a new law against the importation 
of impure teas, more than 3,000 packages of:ea brought 
from Shanghai, China, and valued in the market, if sold. at 
$20,000, were condemned recently by the appraiser at the 
port of New York. The teas were mixed with sand and 
gravel, exhausted tea leaves, and dirt and paste rolled into 
pelletg to represellt dried leaves. In several instances the 
impurities were evident to an inexperienced observer. When 
taken in the hand and crushed between the fingers, the sand 
was plainly visible. 

About 500 packages of colored Japan tea, of which a 
greater portion was dust, were also rejected after a careful 
examinat.ion. This tea was of high color and mixed with 
mineral substances to increase the weight. 

.,.�. 

Tb0 Gradual Cooling oC tbe EaJtb. 

IN a "Treatise on Natural Philosophy," by Professors 
Sir W. Thomson and P. G. T!lit, Sir W. Thomson, speak
ing of an opinion advanced by Sir Charles Lyell, respecting 
the possible maintenance of t.he earth's heat without change 
throughout countless ages, used words which, says Know

ledge, may be applied without cbatlge of a word to the 
stupendous theory advanced by Sir C. Siemens not so very 
long since-such an idea of a practically endless cycle 
"violates the pl'inciples of natural philosophy in exactly 
the same manner, and to the same degree, as to believe tbat 
a clock constructed with a self-winding movement may ful
fil the expectations of its ingenious inventor hy going for 
ever." The earth is necessarily cr)oling from century to 
century; her volcanic energies are certainly diminishing, as 
certainly, to use an illustration of Sir W. Thomson's. as the 
quantityof gunpowrler ill a" monitor" is diminisuingwh en 
hour after hour she is seen to discharge shot atld ahell, 
whether at It nearly equable rate or not, without receiving 
fresh supplies of ammunition. 
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